
Nimb becomes
Denmark’s first hotel
with a rooftop pool



A rooftop terrace of 1300 m2 complete with a 
60m2 outdoor pool, a pool bar and lounge area 
has been established on the rooftop of the Tivoli 
Corner building, which has recently received a 
prestigious international award. The rooftop 
terrace is part of Hotel Nimb and offers a unique 
location with views to the cityscape and Tivoli 
Gardens. The new rooftop lounge area is open 
as of today. Hotel guests are not the only ones 
to enjoy Nimb’s new rooftop. Three times a week 
special dining and music events will be hosted 
where everyone is welcome. With the completion 
of Nimb Roof, two more new initiatives are being 
launched: Nimb Club and Nimb Wellness.

Nimb’s chief designer René Jasper Thomsen has 
developed the creative idea and design behind 
Nimb Roof:
“When the opportunity arose to create an even 
better guest experience for Nimb’s many guests, 
while adding something new and international to 
Copenhagen, we decided to create Nimb Roof with 
an outdoor heated pool, lounge area and bar.”

The special Nimb style, which is so popular that 
it is also highly appreciated abroad, can also be 
enjoyed in the custom-designed rooftop pool 
area overlooking Copenhagen.

Nimb Roof is very private and designed to appeal 
to even the most discerning guest. Great attention 
has been given to detail: the lounge furniture is 
painted black to suit the Nimb style, and the pool 
has been clad with Italian mosaic, hand-sorted 
and selected to make all the different shades 
create a perfect underwater interplay.

The 60m2 pool has a counter-flow feature, 
allowing guests to swim on the spot for a long 
time, even though the pool is short. The terrace 
offers spectacular views of Copenhagen and Tivoli 
Gardens from all angles.

Nimb’s chief designer René Jasper Thomsen 
about Nimb Roof:
“I’m proud that we managed to introduce the Nimb 
style on the roof. Our mantra is ‘time and space are 
luxuries’ – from the large rooms and suites and – 
from an industry perspective – the large bathrooms 
to Nimb Bar with its high ceilings and now also Nimb 
Roof with plenty of space to enjoy your time and the 
unique views.”
Watch a video where René Jasper Thomsen 
introduces Nimb Roof (in Danish):
https://youtu.be/SXTNNGbXOMs

https://youtu.be/SXTNNGbXOMs


CEO of Tivoli Gardens Lars Liebst expresses 
great satisfaction for Nimb Roof:
“Nimb Hotel has over a number of years achieved 
great international recognition. It is therefore 
natural that we have now gone one step further, 
and as the first hotel in Denmark, we offer a custom-
designed rooftop pool with pool bar and lounge 
area. Partly to meet the growing demand for unique 
hotel accommodation in the exclusive end of the 
market, and partly to help position Copenhagen 
and Denmark in relation to a quality conscious and 
attractive target group.”

Unique events for everyone on the rooftop 
terrace
Local Copenhageners can look forward to a 
unique opportunity to experience the rooftop 
terrace when Nimb hosts special events three 
days a week under the headline Summer in the 
City. The events will be featured in June, July and 
August with the option of prolonging the season, 
weather permitting. Tuesday Cook-Out is the 
opening barbecue event, where seafood, fish and 
meats are prepared on the grill by Nimb’s chefs. 
The Rosé Bar will serve rosé ad lib. On Thursdays 
from 21 June, Nimb Nights Open-Air will be hosted 
with concert performances by Frederikke Vedel 
& All Stars and with bubbles and tapas served 
from 19:00. The live concerts start at 20:00. On 
Saturdays, there will be Saturday Night Live with 
cocktails from the new Pool Bar and guest deejays.
Sign up here: www.nimb.dk/summer

New luxury health club
Nimb Roof is open to Nimb’s hotel guests as well 
as members of the new Nimb Club. With a Nimb 
Club membership, you will be issued with a gold 
card for Tivoli Gardens and will gain access to 
Nimb Club’s exclusive facilities: Nimb Roof & Nimb 
Wellness. Membership also offers opportunities 
for training in the gardens on special occasions. 
The fee for membership of Nimb Club is DKK 
2,500 per person per month or 25,000 DKK per 
person per year. Membership fees are prepaid. 
The number of Nimb Club members is limited.

Exclusive fitness and wellness area opens in 
August
In August, the last touch will be added to Tivoli 
Corner with the opening of Nimb’s fitness and 
wellness area, Nimb Wellness, which is exclusively 
reserved for hotel guests and Nimb Club 
members. Here you will find a hammam, massage 
rooms and fitness machines, allowing you to 
exercise and enjoy personal massage treatments. 
The fitness studio is fully equipped with the latest 
Technogym machines, including TRX equipment 
and a specially-equipped 34-degree heated room 
for cardio training. The Nimb Wellness area has 
separate rooms for massage and treatments.

http://www.nimb.dk/summer


About Nimb Hotel
The award-winning luxury Nimb Hotel offers the greatest variety of restaurants under the same 
roof of any hotel in the world. In 2015, Nimb Hotel was voted the World’s Best Hotel by Small 
Luxury Hotel among 520 hotels in 82 countries. Tivoli Gardens has invested a nine-digit DKK 
figure in the construction of Tivoli Corner, which opened in November 2017. And as part of the 
project, Nimb Hotel was expanded with 21 new rooms, each with a balcony overlooking Tivoli 
Gardens. And now, Nimb Roof has been launched, which will be followed by Nimb Wellness in 
August.

Award for Tivoli Corner
Tivoli Corner was recently acknowledged with an American Architecture Award, which is an 
accolade given to building and landscape designs by American architects in or outside the 
United States. “The nation’s largest public award, given by a cultural and educational institution that 
is non-commercial and unrelated to the industry.” That’s how the American Architecture Award is 
described. The award is hosted by The Chicago Athenaeum: The Museum of Architecture and 
Design and The European Center for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies.
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